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dump shovel of a common front end loader.
In rear discharge mining machines, loaders,
and the like, a mining machine or loader is
provided for entraining mined material to a
point where the same is discharged into a

conveying means, such as a conveyor or the
like, for subsequent use or disposal. Such a

rear discharge mining machine or loader
typically includes a material hopper or

conveyor for receiving mined material, and a
structure for gathering and holding the

mined material in a heap so that the mined
material can be conveyed or dumped from

the loading point into the hopper or
conveying structure. The loader body is

movable from a forward dump position over
the loading point to a rear dump position so

that the loader can reach a dump point in the
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rear of the loader while being fed with the
mined material from the dumping point in
the front of the loader. Such a loader or

mining machine is commonly provided with a
hydraulic motor that is mechanically coupled

or otherwise operatively connected to a
conveying structure such as a conveyor. The

hydraulic motor is driven by hydraulic
pressure to operate the conveying structure.
The hydraulic motor, however, will also serve

as a loader for discharging or dumping the
mined material loaded in the loader hopper

or conveyor onto the rear dump point. In
conventional rear discharge mining or loader
machines, such as that illustrated in FIG. 1

and FIG. 2, a loader 10 is operatively
connected to a dumping means, such as a

conveyor 12. The loader 10 includes an
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elongated body having a rearwardly
extending discharge point which is generally
situated a predetermined distance from the
dump point of the conveyor 12. As shown,

the conveyor 12 has a discharge end 14 that
is adjacent the dump point 16 and a

discharge opening 18. The loader 10 further
includes a material hopper 22, having a

bottom discharge end 24 which is adjacent
the dump point 16. In order to load the
loader 10 with material, the loader 10 is

backed to the dumping point 16 as shown in
FIG. 1. The loader 10 is then moved forwardly
toward the conveyor discharge end 14 such
that the loader hopper 24 is positioned over

the conveyor discharge end 14. Once the
loader
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